
   

MY GRANDFATHER’S FEDORA 

 

In newsreels of the race that crowned Seabiscuit, 

Men in fedoras coat the Santa Anita infield like bees. 

Grandpa’s gambling was a late-learned secret, 

 

So witnessing those vanished filmed fedoras 

Made me wonder if he was in that crowd, his sweat- 

Stained hat fanning the air with an eagerness 

 

He seldom showed at home.  I thought of his quiet 

Burry voice, the blue-veined grace 

Of his hands, and his choked tears when we met 

 

After a long absence.  I wonder if his face 

Disguised his intent, if he lowered his gaze as he’d 

Leave for the track, an increasing lilt to his pace 

 

Until he boarded the Glendale trolley with a lighter tread. 

Not the print shop—hope beckoned!   Tightlipped 

Ruby never broke him, much as she scolded 

 

When bills came due, much as he would grip 

The brim of his hat in shame.  Whatever wave 

Rushed through him then as the fedora slipped 

 

And twisted in his hands, it must have 

Called up the family he fled:  the cruel agrarian, 

The judge, his father, whose name’s engraved 
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On the courthouse in their Missouri town— 

A home loveless enough to leave, to 

Stay awhile in Oklahoma, marry, and then?  

 

Oklahoma meant Ruby, work, new 

Possibilities.  A photo from those days 

In his storefront print shop gives a clue: 

 

His eye-shade and gartered sleeves, gaze 

Direct over his new press, not the least shy— 

He was a newsman, a printer, with many ways 

 

To serve the common good.  It’s unclear why 

They left for California.  So little gets told. 

But another photo, with windmill and prairie sky 

 

Shows him and Ruby early on, as they hold, 

One hand each, to a shovel.  A breeze has her dress.  

He is hatless.  They are laughing, as if they could 

 

Do anything, dig deep together, together press 

Any implement into the earth.  I almost didn’t  

Recognize her, so flushed and bright, less 

 

The strict matron I knew, more tolerant 

Surely of thwarted dreams and thrills— 

Who knew what hope and eagerness meant, 

On a sunny day, with wind from the hills.   
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